
 
Queen Raising Course – 4th June to 20th June (four sessions) 
 
The course will follow the process of queen raising using the grafting method from setting up a cell 
builder hive, selection of larvae, grafting, hive manipulations, and finally transfer to a mating hive. 
This process takes over two weeks, and we will invite students to participate on three critical days: 
set-up, grafting and moving queen cells to mating hives. We will also demonstrate several methods 
of queen introduction in a separate session. The course will be run by member Andrew Brough who 
raises queens throughout the summer. 
  
At the first session, Andrew will give a detailed explanation of the process and we will have a 
practice at grafting. The actual grafting day will be eight days later and for this Andrew will supply 
suitable larvae from his own stock. The final session will take place just over a week later when the 
larvae have been capped over and are a few days from emerging. The timing is, of course, dictated 
by the bees! 
 
The dates are as follows:  
Saturday 4th June, 2pm  Presentation on the process, practice grafting and setting up cell 

builder hive 
Saturday 11th June, 2 pm    Grafting 
Saturday 18th June, 2 pm Demonstration of queen introduction methods 
Monday 20th June, 18.30 pm Setting up mating hives and transfer of queen cells.  
 
All sessions at the Woodstock apiary. You will get most benefit if you can attend all sessions, but you 
should benefit greatly if you can only attend the two sessions on 4th and 11th June.  
  
To cover costs, we will make a charge of £35 per person.  
 
Each participant will graft their own larvae and if successful will be allowed to take away one mated 
or virgin queen in a returnable mating hive. Because you will be expected to help with setting up the 
queen raising hive and the hive manipulations, you need to be confident handling very strong 
colonies and be able to recognise larvae by their age. You should also bring any visual aids (reading 
glasses, magnifying glass etc) you require so you can see one day old larvae.   
  
The process involves several manipulations on other days and people are welcome to participate if 
they wish. The optional sessions are as follows:  
Friday 10th June, 6.30 pm Isolate starter box to make it queen-less 
Sunday 12th June, 2 pm    Convert from starter to finisher colony  
Thursday 16th June, 6.30 pm  Protect grafted cells with cages 
 
 


